














Place the cross-slide instrument base and microscope unit 

 Connect the camera cable to the USB unit as shown in Fig. 3.
Install the track covers 30(Fig. 1) by sliding the cover tabs 

Connect the slit lamp lead wire plugs to the receptacles at the 
 back of the transformer case as shown in Fig. 4. 
Connect the main power plug to the three pins on the lamp 
housing cover.
Connect the five pins plug to the receptacle No.1.
Connect the three pins plug to the receptacle No.2.
Place the focusing rod in the hole provided in the cross-slide 
assembly shaft with the flat side of the rod facing the 
microscope as shovm in Fig.5. Set the illumination system 
and the microscope perpendicular to the flat surface as shown.
Remove the eyepiece and objective lens caps. Turn the 
instrument on, and while observing a narrow slit image on the
rod surface, check the instrument for proper focus and image 
centration.
Attach the breath shield 31 (Fig. 1) to the microscope arm.
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In order to use switches on the base of L-0229-E as shutter and video camera buttons and then file the data with

And Then connect the cable to USB port of PC.
illumination

illumination.

It is possible to use switches on the base of L-0229-E as trigger signals by connecting 2 pins to USB cable and PC.
In this case the setting of each switch depends on software used.
Please check the detail with the software.

illumination



It can use the LED for a long period of time.

Loosen the two lamp housing cover retaining bolts 19, 

Assemble the lamp housing cover and tighten the two 

Tilt the illumination system 
by releasing the latch 11, (Fig. 1). 

Remove dust accumulation with a 

After brushing, finger marks can 

Dry with a facial tissue.

Finger marks can be removed by the same method used for the mirror. A minimum of alcohol should be used in this 
case.

Clean the exterior surfaces, especially the joystick glide plate, by wiping with a soft, dry cloth. Do not use chemical
or household cleaners.






